Understanding the expected events is therefore the key -Need to know the neutrino fluxes • Electron neutrinos from μ, K + , and K 0 decay • Muon neutrinos can make background or oscillate to give a signal -Need to know the ν μ/e neutrino cross section vs. energy • Events = flux × cross section -Need to know the ν e reconstruction efficiency vs energy • Observed events = efficiency × events -Need to know the probability for ν μ events to be mis-identified as ν e events ⇒ Events with single EM showers look like ν e events in MiniBooNE • Neutral current (NC) π 0 events are the main mis-id background • NC Δ production followed by radiative decay, Δ→Nγ • Photons entering from outside detector ("Dirt" background)
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LSND observed a (~3.8σ) excess of⎯ν e events in a pure⎯ν μ beam: 87.9 ± 22.4 ± 6.0 events • Detector Requirements: -Detect and Measure Events: Vertex, E ν … -Separate ν μ events from ν e events
MiniBooNE was Prompted by the Positive LSND Result
Oscillation
Oscillation Signal
⇒ An Excess of "ν e " Events over Expectation
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MiniBooNE's Principle is to understand and calibrate the expected events from the observed non-signal events 8
MiniBooNE analysis structure
• Start with a Geant 4 flux prediction for the ν spectrum from π and K produced at the target • Using PID variables isolate a very pure sample π 0 events from ν μ + N → ν μ + N + π 0 (mainly from Δ → N + π 0 )
• Purity ~90% or greater
• Measure π 0 production rate as a function of π 0 momentum and compare to MC prediction to calculate a correction factor.
• Correct NC π 0 mis-ID rate using this measured correction factor (Also can be used to correct the Δ → N + γ radiative background) -A resonance in active-sterile neutrino oscillations arises from an increase in the path-length of active neutrinos relative to sterile neutrinos in the bulk.
• Below the resonance, the standard oscillation formulas apply. -This paper predicted that a significant oscillation signal would only be seen in MiniBooNE at low energy.
Oscillation probabilities for MiniBooNE as a function of the neutrino energy.
Schematic representation of a periodically curved brane in Minkowski spacetime. 
Other New Physics Models

Future Plans and Expectations
• MiniBooNE has been running with an antineutrino beam and is proposing to run antineutrinos for several more years.
-Statistics are less but backgrounds are smaller and somewhat different.
-Provides another low E data set and directly checks LSND
• SciBooNE is a near detector experiment now running that should be able to make a cross check of the intrinsic ν e 's from kaon decay. 
